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“Earth Ethics is an invaluable resource for teaching and reflection on key 
ecological challenges. It will engage students and scholars alike with its case 
studies that bring real world dilemmas into clear focus.”  
 —Mary Evelyn Tucker, 
 Yale Forum on Religion and Ecology

“The intersection of social and environmental ethics, like Religion and Ecology, 
is rapidly emerging as a vital field of work. With a clear ethical framework 
applied to contemporary global problems, Earth Ethics: A Case Method  
Approach is just right for teaching about issues at this vexing nexus.”    
  —Larry Rasmussen, professor emeritus, 

Union Theological Seminary, NY

This revised edition of Christian Environmental Ethics: A Case Method 
Approach explores several complicated and interwoven problems in so-

cial and environmental ethics and provides resources for engaging in ethical 
reflection about them. 

Nine cases explore issues like population growth, material consumption, 
and climate change; water rights and species conservation; genetic engi-
neering and food security in Sub-Saharan Africa; hydraulic fracturing and 
greenhouse gas reduction options; and mountaintop coal removal mining 
and fossil fuel divestment.

The audience for this book has been expanded to include not only those en-
gaged in religious studies but also those engaged in philosophical ethics and 
environmental studies. Utilizing the tried-and-true case method approach  
pioneered by the Harvard Business School, the case studies present material 
in a clear and relevant fashion. In addition, the structure of the book allows 
instructors to select discrete issues for study and discussion.
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